
Archaeology from the district of Szilvásvárad

Though the Bükk Mountain's area is not properly excavated archeologically, on the basis of the credible data known so far and the scientific 
hypotheses, it is extremely rich in prehistoric and technical historic heritages. The finding excavated here, from the time of the lower Palaeolithic 
times, at least 200,000 years ago, was presumably the tool of the Homo Erectus. There are also findings from the later periods of the Palaeolithic 
age, the Neolithic age, the copper age and the Bronze Age. Though with the exception of shorter of longer periods, the area has always been 
inhabited. The first iron tools are most likely to derive from the end of the Bronze Age or the beginning of the early Iron Age, as the heritage of the 
Kiéte (Kyjatice) culture.

The cased iron axe and iron sickle represent the oldest iron tools of the area, namely the Verepe-castle in the surroundings of Dédestapolcsány. 
There have been no excavations in the area, so only indirect evidences may suggest that these items date back to the 8th Century BC.

The other finding was found in a Scythian tomb near Szilvásvárad, while road-extensions were taking place there. Jewellery in the women's and iron 
spears in the men's tombs were the grave-goods.

Iron working before the Hungarian Conquest of the Carpathian Basin
The Celts appeared in the Transdanubian area in about 37 BC, and by the 3rd Century BC they conquered the whole of the Carpathian Basin. Later 
they were driven out first from Pannonia by the Romans, and then from the Great Hungarian Plain by the Sarmatians; they could only keep the 
region of Bükk.

The excavated Celtic settlement near Szilvásvárad already existed before the Hungarian Conquest of the Carpathian Basin, but its development 
began only in the 3rd or 4th centuries AD. Based on the findings, they were real ironworkers. The excavation lead by Ágnes Salamon revealed also 
some iron shapes, which prove that iron metallurgy was carried out in that settlement at this time. The archaeologists presume that these iron tools 
were barters of exchange trade for the Roman products found at the excavation.

Following the Celts, a few hundred years later, there were the first people who left iron tools in their heritages. János Gyõzõ  Szabó excavated those 
tombs near Bélapátfalva that were used by a late Avar group of people for about 40-50 years in the first half of the 9th century. Among the grave 
objects, there were iron knives, arrow points, hooks and nails.

After the Hungarian Foundation of State
Apart from Vas County, the country's most important iron working centre was the area of the two banks of the middle part of the Sajó River and the 

th thnorthern slopes of the Bükk Mountains. The lop-sided region of Vasvár, near Vadna was the centre of iron working between the 10  and the 13  
centuries. A furnace from the Árpád Age was found in Pilisdomb, in Uppony. The surroundings of Nekézseny also gave place for iron production. 
Vasvárpuszta, near Ózd must have been the administrative centre of early iron working. The blowpipes found in the area between Szilvásvárad and 
Szarvaskõ in Heves County belonging to the Bükk Mountains, refer to the Arpadian-age iron working. In Felsõtárkány, a forge was found from this 
age.

The present-day Szilvásvárad's first written evidence on iron working in the Middle Ages is a contract in which the serfs in Dédes sell one-third of 
Dédeskõ for the purpose of castle building. The document mentions that there are iron-working activities near the above-mentioned hill (Dédeskõ). 
The following long stoppage proves only the lack of written documents, not the lack of iron working in the area. The low quality iron ore (bog-iron) 
was probably melted in small bloomeries in this area as well as in the northern part of the Sajó River. This can be proved by the findings from several 
places.

Industrialisation started here in the 18th century. Szilvásvárad and its surroundings were owned by the Keglevich family. They began to turn the 
Szalajka-valley into an industrial centre. They named the valley first "Nagy-völgy" (Great-valley), then "Hámor-völgy" (Foundry-valley), and later 
this valley was called "Gyár-völgy" (Factory-valley) or "Vasgyár-völgy" (Iron Works-valley). The name, Szalajka also has an industrial origin, for it 
derives from the "potassium hydrate" which was extracted from pearl ash.

Besides the typical works of forest-trade (charcoal-burning, lime-burning, pearl-ash-processing, glass-working, stone-extraction, making tiles of 
stone), iron working was present at that time. In 1792 the first iron-forging mill driven by waterwheels was set into operation, in 1800 by the pottery 
and in 1802 by the foundry. The site of the latter is known, though only a smooth area can be seen. The stone dam below the springs was also built to 
supply water for the foundry.

To provide iron ore, four iron ore mines were opened up, of which the Mary-mine is the best known. This one lies along the Horotna-valley tourist-
route. The one that provided the best quality iron ore, therefore the most important one was the Ágazat mine near the Gilitka chapel in the area of 
Mónosbél, where high iron ore rocks can be found even today. Even Henrik Fazola intended to explore the iron ore near Nekézseny, when he wanted 
to find deposits to supply the Ómassa foundry. On the basis of Elek Fényes's writings, the foundry at Szilvás provided about 4000 quintals of 
ironware and 8000 quintals of wrought iron products annually. For the posterity, the only remains are the front sign of the Calvinist church in 
Szilvásvárad, the iron board exhibited in the Open-Air Museum, and the words of apostle Paul at front of the Cathedral of Eger.

It was about after World War II that iron ore was searched again in the site of Szilvásvárad. In Nezségkeny in 1952 and in Uppony in 1953 the old 
mines were investigated again. However, the small amount of poor quality iron ore found there was not worth extracting. Trades that were 
developed in the area due to the industrialization over the centuries began to be driven to the background. At the beginning of the 19th century 
smaller factories were closed down or moved close to main roads, or newly built industrial and commercial centres; or near the coal-mines, where 
market, work-power, energy, railway transportation and capital were available. Thus, from the valleys and minor basins of the Bükk Mountains, 
industry was moved to the Sajó-valley, where, later, one of the most important industrial centres of Hungary began to operate and develop as long as 
the last decade of the 20th century.

Nature has re-occupied the area and covered the deserted industrial plants in the Bükk Mountains, however deliberate work has begun in order to 
develop a tourist attraction in several sites. Step by step, major investments occurred during the last century to make the area an internationally 
attractive tourist holiday centre. Apart from the unrivalled natural and historic places; buildings like castles, manor houses, mansions, churches, 
monasteries and the infrastructure are getting more and more adequate for the increasing tourism. In addition, in our post-industrial age, a rich 
collection of the remains of technical history can complete all the above-mentioned characteristics of the region.

The offers of the region for the visitors:The treasures of Bükk National Park (founded in 1975), which include 1350 flowering plants and 10,000 
different species of animals. Tourists can take a walk here, ride their bicycles or enjoy horse riding, or even can take the excursion train to see the 
Szalajkavalley with the prehistoric man's cave at Istállósk?, the trout-breeding ponds, the natural "Fátyol"-waterfall, the open-air forestry museum 
and the zoo. Appointed and marked tourists routes lead to the „primeval forest", to the „sight rocks" and the caves.Szilvásvárad hosts the world 
famous Lipizzan Horsefarm from the early 1950s. Visiting the old stable, the museum and the grazing studs visitors can have a great experience. 
You can also find Europe's largest Calvinist church here. The exhibition in the Orbán-House gives detailed picture of the Bükk's origin, its flora and 
fauna. The manor house that used to belong to the Pallavicinick family now operates as a hotel.
In Bélapátfalva, you can visit the abbey at Bélháromkút, which used to belong to the Cistercian order. While anglers can find pleasure visiting the 
nearby lake.
The Roman Catholic Church in Mikófalva was built in 1746, in baroque style.
The Eger stream springs in the surroundings of Balaton. In this village you can find a 15th century bell in the late baroque Roman Catholic Church.
Bekölce gives the feeling of peace of a village, whose church is a simple classical style building. Furioso Norh Star horses are bred in the stables 
here.
The 12th century Roman-style church in Bükkszentmárton was rebuilt in baroque-style in 1734.
Mónosbél is a part of the Bükk National Park. Hunters may find all the species of big games in its surroundings. The village was first mentioned in a 
document in 1261.
The Calvinist church in Nagyvisnyó was built in 1804, in late baroque-style. The Mihalovics-stone-pit is under protection of the Ancient 
Monuments Act. It has an interesting geological feature: clay shale became wedged in limestone. The castle of Dédes, built after the Mongol 
invasion of Hungary of 1241-42, is also not far from here.
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